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ABSTRACT
Most educational CubeSat projects have the same dilemma: not enough money to buy capable COTS hardware, and
not enough internal experience (even with teams of students) to build reliable, and inexpensive systems in-house.
We present a middle road to the "COTS vs DIY" conundrum: the OreSat bus. OreSat is a fully open source 1U - 3U
CubeSat system meant to be built, modified, and flown by student teams. It's specifically designed to be put together
by resource-constrained student teams with "gaps" in their interdisciplinary breadth, as most teams have. OreSat has
everything you would expect from a CubeSat system: a 1 - 3U structure, multi-band deployable antenna, solar array,
battery pack, on-board computer, radio system, star tracker, reaction wheels, magnetorquers, and SDR GPS receiver.
OreSat is built around a high density card-cage system with roughly a 40% higher packing density than the
commonly used PC/104-plus stack. Each system is a "card" based on inexpensive 2 and 4 layer PCBs that interface
to a common backplane that is capable of carrying CAN, Ethernet, RF, and power. As each CubeSat is unique, the
backplane is made bespoke for each mission with 30% of backplane connections available for customization.
Student teams can take the existing OreSat systems and build them as is, or modify them for their missions. The
OreSat bus is scheduled for first flight in late 2021 (OreSat0, a 1U technology demonstrator), and will be fully
deployed in late 2022 as the 2U "OreSat" mission, accepted into the 2017 NASA CubeSat Launch Initiative (CSLI).
THE STUDENT CUBESAT DILEMA: COTS VS DIY

THE DECISION TO BUILD OUR OWN

Educational CubeSat missions are by their very nature
extremely resource constrained: they are underfunded
(or unfunded), have very inexperienced teams, and
often have teams that are heavily lopsided towards one
discipline. The obvious safest bet for mission success
for these teams is to purchase one of the commercial off
the shelf (COTS) CubeSat systems available from a
variety of vendors. Most teams, however, will not have
the budget: based on published pricing information
from popular commercially available CubeSat kits, a
1U CubeSat (no ADCS) will cost upwards of $35,000,
and a 3U CubeSat (with ADCS) will cost upwards of
$125,000.

Our group at Portland State University is a student
aerospace project consisting of interdisciplinary teams
of mechanical engineering, electrical engineering,
computer science, physics, math, and even business
students. We have a long history developing and flying
sophisticated open source amateur rocket avionics
systems1. With the usual "what could possibly go
wrong" naivete of starting an enormous project, we
decided to develop an open source CubeSat "kit" useful
not only to our group, but hopefully to other CubeSat
teams caught in this dilemma.

On the other hand, designing your own CubeSat bus is
a huge, multi-year, extremely risky undertaking that
requires a large, experienced interdisciplinary team.
Often by the time a team is done designing their own
CubeSat system, they've spent the resources that might
have purchased themselves a COTS system in the first
place. Worse, placing such a large emphasis on the
CubeSat system draws resources away from focusing
on the project's original mission. And of course,
integration and system testing for an entirely new
system is an underestimated, enormous, and daunting
task.
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DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
We wanted a system specifically designed for our
interdisciplinary "team of teams", and one that could
ramp up new students quickly. We required our system
to:
●

●

Allow student teams with different capabilities to
work independently on subsystems of the same
vehicle without interfering with each other's
work.
Provide a common hardware interface, like a
hardware equivalent to a software API.
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●

●
●

●

Have common and inexpensive hardware and
software
development
tools,
including
inexpensive COTS development systems for fast
and parallel "onboarding" of students.
Allow student teams to construct all parts of the
satellite with "amateur/hobbyist" technical skills.
Only allow purchased components that are
widely available COTS parts, and rely on design
to provide specialized functionality (e.g,
radiation tolerance).
Provide competitive functionality, comparable to
commercial kits, so that the system can be used
for real world missions, and not just “beepsat”
level demonstration missions.

Unfortunately, card cages have serious drawbacks,
including weight and volumetric costs associated with
the card rails and fastening system, and the enforced
rigidity of a pre-defined backplane.
Knowing these drawbacks, we designed as much
flexibility into the backplane as possible, and integrated
the card rails and clamping mechanism in the CubeSat
structure itself (Figure 1).

These design philosophies let us settle on technology
rules that we applied to all subsystems:
●

●
●

●

All structural parts must be able to be made on a
small 3 axis CNC machine with average
tolerances (up to 0.1 mm)
All printed circuit boards (PCBs) must be ≤ 4
layers.
All components on PCBs must be hand placeable
and reflowable with a hobbyist reflow oven,
which restricts component sizes to 0.5 mm pitch
and 0402 or larger.
All PCB assemblies (PCBAs) must be designed
to be debugged by students using standard
electronics laboratory equipment (multimeters,
oscilloscopes, etc.).

Finally, we designed the OreSat bus to be compliant
with the Cal Poly CubeSat Design Specification Rev
132.
BACK TO THE '70S: CARD CAGES
The explosion of new computing technologies and the
short component life spans of the 1970s led many early
computer manufacturers to use a card cage system of
interchangeable computer cards that interface to a
custom backplane. We realized that this system was a
good fit for our teams: each team could work on a
subsystem "card", with a common backplane that would
define the interfaces between cards. Student teams can
quickly swap cards (even hot swap them with power
applied) without having to repeatedly disassemble a
stack of standard PC/104-Plus boards that are used on
most CubeSats.
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Figure 1: View of 1U showing the removable
cards (center). Note that the top and bottom
PCBs (±Z faces) are "end caps" and are not
part of the card cage system.
DEFINING THE BACKPLANE
Each CubeSat mission requires data, power, and
communication channels that we can't possibly predict.
We needed a backplane that would present a common
interface, while still being able to be modified to suit
the needs of each mission.
After doing a trade study of inter-card communication
protocols, we settled on the Controller Area Network
(CAN) for housekeeping and most data transfer. CAN
features a 1 Mbps bit rate with ~ 400 kbps actual data
transfer rates, a high power efficiency, and is designed
to be extremely reliable. For applications requiring
faster data transfer rates, we settled on an auxiliary bus
that was capable of running 100 Mbps Ethernet. Even
single pair Ethernet (SPE), however, is too power
intensive for continuous operation in a 1U CubeSat, so
we assume that this auxiliary channel would only be
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used during mission operations requiring bursts of fast
data transfer.
Since we can't predict specific subsystem operating
voltages, and don't have the room to run dozens of wide
individual power supply lines on a single backplane, we
decided to put the main battery voltage on the
backplane and allow cards to regulate their power
locally. This is a relatively risky choice since a single
malfunctioning card could fault the entire CubeSat's
power bus. To prevent this, we integrated a circuit
breaker and the ability to remotely turn on and off each
card. This became the "OreSat Power Domain (OPD)",
which allows the Onboard Computer (OBC) to turn on
and off each card independently and provides a
standardized interface with the vehicle's electrical
power system.
Radio and GPS subsystems need RF signals to reach
the top and bottom of the satellite where most antennas
will be located; making the backplane a 4 layer board
allows us to send these signals using microstrips.
Although technically any 4 layer board can be used for
RF signals, we specifically chose OSH Park 4 layer
stackup based on FR408 material and outer layers 0.17
mm prepreg, which led to a reasonable 50 Ω microstrip
width of 0.38 mm3.
Connectors are a critical and often unreliable part of
any backplane design; we quickly settled on a 40 pin
1.27 mm (0.05 in) connector as the maximum practical
density for data and power connections. After
significant prototyping, we chose the Samtec Tiger Eye
series of high strength, vibration resistant, multi-touch
and through-hole connectors for the backplane and the
cards4. For critical signals, we also chose to double up
pin connections. We chose standard SMPM RF
connectors for their combination through hole / surface
mount hybrid design, and their barrel-plug interfaces
that are robust to mating misalignments (Figure 2).

Figure 2: OreSat 1U backplane mounted in an
OreSat -X frame. The unusual (but pretty!)
purple color is from our PCB vendor, OSH Park.
Left: unused auxiliary connectors. Center: 40 pin
1.27 mm connectors for data and power. Right:
SMPM connectors and striplines for RF.
CARDS
Each card in the OreSat system is a 2 or 4 layer PCB
with a predefined shape, connector location, and
standard power switching and protection circuitry. The
cards are 94.6 x 99.8 x 1.6 mm, and can have
components on either side. Right angle versions of the
40 pin main connector and SMPM RF connectors are
used on the cards (Figure 3)

Figure 3: Example OreSat card
(the SDR GPS Card).
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STRUCTURE
With the goal of being able to be machined by students
on a 3 axis CNC machine, we designed the structure
into "frame" pieces of machined flat Aluminum stock
with tolerances of 0.1 mm (0.004 inches). Precision 1.5
mm pins locate the frames together to guarantee card
and backplane alignment, and M2.5 fasteners bolt them
together (Figure 4).

towards the outer wall, and push the triangle piece into
the card, effectively clamping it in its slot (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Card clamping mechanism. M2 fastener
(middle left) pulls wedge (middle right) into triangle
(middle), which forces it against the PCB (top,
purple) and the PCB against the top of the card slot.
The PCB on the left is a solar module.
All frame pieces, including the wedges and triangles,
are Type II anodized, preventing them from being
electrically conductive. By clamping the card into the
frame, we create a thermal connection to transfer
locally generated heat on the cards into the structure
without forming ground loops.

Figure 4: 1U, 2U, and 3U OreSat frames. "+X"
frames face out of the frame. "-X" frame faces into
the page and holds the backplane. Top row is frames
only; bottom row has solar modules and end caps.
The most interesting parts of this basic frame design
are the simple mechanisms to locate and clamp the
cards into place. Slots milled into the ±Y frames act as
card guides; with no further work, cards can be
removed and inserted as necessary.
For environmental testing or flight, cards are securely
clamped in place by a series of "wedges" and
"triangles" that press the cards against the top (+Z) edge
of their slots. External M2 fasteners pull the wedge
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There are, however, places on the frames that we do
want electrical conductivity. For example, the
Aluminum frame pieces should be electrically
connected together, the frame should be connected to a
single point on the backplane. Also, the antenna ground
plane on the end card of the CubeSat must have a direct
electrical connection to the grounded frames. At all of
these points, we had the anodization masked off and
used Henkel Bonderite M-CR 1201 to protect the bare
aluminum and make the surfaces robustly conductive.
Further, for the critical antenna card connection, we
supplemented the direct contact with MG Chemicals
8463-7G electrically conductive vacuum safe thermal
paste.
Volumetric Efficiency of the OreSat System
Cards are placed every 10 mm, allowing for 6 mm
above the card and 2.6 mm below the card for
components without interfering with other cards. While
discouraged, impinging on other cards space is going to
happen. For example, the battery card takes up 3 card
slots, and the side-mounted star tracker takes 1 card slot
but prevents components on the edge of the cards above
and below it. Furthermore, we expect some cards to be
"locked" together, for example if a long lens protrudes
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through multiple levels of cards. These assemblies must
be removed as one subassembly, and then unstacked.
Although difficult to compare systems, given the 15.2
mm stack height and quasi-standard 2mm 120 pin
connector of standard PC/104-plus cards5, we estimate
a 40% increase in available board area per U for the
OreSat system.
Structure and System Weight
The OreSat 1U - 3U frames, with all associated
hardware including card clamps, weigh 342, 710, and
1083 g respectively. Packed with the maximum number
of standard cards, each U comes out safely under 1.3
kg. We have a real world example: OreSat0, the first
fully built, tested, and delivered (but not yet flown) 1U
CubeSat using a fully packed OreSat frame, including
antenna deployer and extra "end cap" PCBs, weighs
1.288 kg.
A cursory finite element analysis (FEA) shows that the
frames are more than a factor of 10 stronger than
necessary for load bearing, and possibly vibration. We
believe that more than 25% of the frames weight can be
reduced through routing out both the frames and the
wedges, but this optimization work hasn't been
necessary so far. Missions with very large thermal
masses could run into a weight issue, which could be
mitigated by a careful analysis of reducing the mass of
the frames.
Thermal Analysis
Although no a priori thermal analysis survives first
flight, we used C&R Technologies Thermal Desktop6 to
simulate the 1U and 2U cases in both a 525 km sun
synchronous low earth orbit and in an ISS-like 400 km
51.6° inclination orbit. Both vehicles in both orbits
simulated quasi-steady states between -10 and 5° C.
This range was acceptable for all but the lithium ion
battery pack, which requires temperatures of greater
than 0° C to charge. Because of this, the battery pack is
thermally isolated from the frame (no copper is used
under the card clamps) and a cell heater is installed.
Local 1W and 3W heat sources on the cards were
simulated with an acceptable rise (< 50° C) in
temperature.
Deployables
The card cage system leaves the +Z and -Z faces of
each size (1 - 3U) capped with PCB boards. This makes
either face optimal for deployables and outward facing
scientific instruments without the need for expensive
and complicated modifications to the aluminum frames.
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Our current deployable is a tri-band turnstile antenna
array with 4 elements tuned to three different bands:
UHF (430 MHz), L band (1.2 GHz), and S band (2.4
GHz). Each element is a tape spring, with a wrapped up
stowed state and their free length as their deployed
state. Each element is confined with a small door held
by multiple tensioned monofilament wires wrapped
around a high wattage resistor. To deploy, the
monofilament wire is melted using the resistor,
allowing the doors to open and the springs to move to
their natural, free length state (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Deployable tri-band turnstile array.
Door on the lower right opened to show the inside
of the antenna element storage chambers.
POWER SYSTEM
Solar Modules
Each solar module fits on a "1U" face of any OreSat
structure. This gives 4, 8, and 12 solar modules for a
1U, 2U, and 3U CubeSat respectively. Additional top
and bottom (±Z face) solar modules could easily be
developed from existing designs (Figure 7).
Each module uses two SpectroLab XTE-SF GaAs triple
junction cells, and has a maximum power output of 2.3
W7. Each module has its own Maximum Power Point
Tracker (MPPT) based on a custom current-based
MPPT controller design8. Although not optimal for
larger designs like the 3U, where each face could have a
single MPPT, having a usable solar module for all three
sizes minimizes cost and increases reliability; each
solar module works in parallel. Since the main bus is
simply the battery pack voltage, the MPPTs are able to
charge batteries directly (or run the satellite, if the
batteries are nonfunctional). Each solar module has a
local, CAN-based microcontroller which can execute
the MPPT algorithm and relay telemetry from the
[35th] Annual
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module to the main onboard computer to track array
performance.

through a shared and protected I2C bus run by the C3.
The C3 can turn on cards, sense if the circuit breaker
has tripped, and even for some cards, perform an
emergency firmware update through the OPD.

INHIBIT SWITCHES AND SYSTEM SHUTDOWN

Figure 7: Solar Module with two GaAs cells shown
on a 1U frame. MPPT electronics are on the
other side of the module's PCB.
Battery Card
Each Battery card has two independent battery packs
(in parallel), each consisting of two series Tenergy
MH48285 3.6 V 2600 mAh Lithium ion 18650 cells9.
This gives a bus voltage of (6.0 min, 7.2 typical, 8.4
max) V and a maximum capacity of 5200 mAh per
battery card (or roughly 37.4 Wh per card). Each of the
two packs on the card has its own integrated battery
management system, with automatic undervoltage,
overvoltage, and overcurrent protection. Fuel gauging is
interfaced by an onboard microcontroller, which can
send battery data off to the main onboard computer for
telemetry. The microcontroller also controls an onboard
heater and cell balancing circuits. Multiple battery cards
can be used in parallel, although this configuration is
impractical for anything smaller than a 2U.

Most CubeSats use inhibit switches located in the -Z
face of their rails. This is, unfortunately, an awkward
system to use for a card cage system, especially when
the batteries may not be located near the -Z face.
Instead we designed our inhibit switch assemblies
directly into the battery card, with the switches
protruding through the +X face of the rails. Each
battery card has two switch assemblies: one inhibit
switch disconnects the battery packs from the bus, and
one actuates the system shutdown line.
The system shutdown line allows a Remove Before
Flight (RBF) tag, the inhibit switches, or the watchdog
timer on the C3 card to completely power off the
satellite, including the battery pack and solar modules.
STANDARD PROCESSORS
While any processor could be used on the OreSat bus,
we have settled on three "levels" of processors that we
fully support:
●

●

THE "C3" CARD ONBOARD COMPUTER (OBC)
The C3 card (for Command, Communication, and
Control) is OreSat's onboard computer. The C3 card
uses an ST STM32F439 microcontroller, an
inexpensive radiation tolerant watchdog circuit, 16 GB
of eMMC flash memory for storing files and telemetry
data, F-RAM for radiation tolerant persistent state
storage, and two On semiconductor AX5043-based
radios. An L band (1.2 GHz) amateur radio receiver
receives commands, while a UHF (430 MHz) amateur
radio transceiver broadcasts telemetry beacons and
engineering data, and acts as backup receiver.
The C3 card also controls the OreSat Power Domain
(OPD), mentioned above. Each card carries an
independent circuit breaker and load switch, controlled
Greenberg
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●

"M0" systems use the STM32F091CC 32 bit
48 MHz Cortex-M0 microcontroller10. These
small, efficient, CAN-capable microcontrollers
run most of the systems, including the solar
modules
and
battery
cards.
These
microcontrollers can be programmed directly
by a programming adapter, or reflashed over
the CAN bus using a CAN bootloader.
"M4" systems use the STM32F439 32 bit 168
MHz Cortex-M4F microcontroller11. Larger,
more complicated systems that require
multiple banks of memory, eMMC flash
interfaces, and multiple CAN peripherals,
such as the C3 card, use this microcontroller.
"A8" systems use the Octavo Systems
OSD3358
1GHz
ARM
Cortex-A8
microprocessor12. Boards which require heavy
data processing, like star trackers, science
cameras, or the SDR GPS, use these A8
processors running off of a 16 GB eMMC
flash IC.

Critically, each of these 3 processors is available on an
inexpensive (< $50) COTS development board which a
student can own and work on themselves independent
of the more expensive and rare satellite systems. This
means that onboarding and training can be done at the
[35th] Annual
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student's own time and pace without disturbing
integration efforts.
Finally, all OreSat cards, with any of the three
processors, can be programmed and debugged through
a single flat flexible cable (FFC) connector located on
the +X side of the card. By removing just the +X face
of the satellite, cards can be debugged in situ. These
inexpensive custom debugging boards provide
JTAG/SWD programming and serial shell output for
M0 and M4 microcontrollers, and both USB host and
USB device access to the A8 processors (Figure 8).

All Linux boards have two common microservices; the
OreSat Linux Manager (OLM) and OreSat Linux
Updater. The OreSat Linux Manager is the frontend
interface to the Linux board over the CAN bus. OLM
can start, stop, and control all other OreSat
microservices, as well as handle the data flow to and
from the backend microservices onto the CAN bus. The
OreSat Linux Updater allows for CAN-based software
updates based on the Debian Linux packaging system
(".deb" files) and Bash scripts.
Since OLM handles all CAN bus communication, all
backend (board specific) microservices can be written
in basically any language as long as it has D-Bus library
or D-Bus bindings.
AUTOMATING THE SATELLITE WITH CANOPEN

Figure 8: OreSat0 1U CubeSat with +X frame off.
Note the debug breakout board (left) with flat
flexible cable (FFC) debug cable into a card. All
cards use the FFC connector (tan) for debugging.
FIRMWARE DEVELOPMENT
Firmware is written in C on top of the ChibiOS real
time operating system13 using open source and widely
available tools, specifically GCC, GDB, and
OpenOCD. A single software repository on our Github
account allows firmware authors to follow a branch
development workflow. This allows subsystem project
and issue tracking, code reviews, and testing by the
firmware team lead before final integration into the
master branch. Firmware can also be upgraded in flight;
the C3 card has redundant updatable firmware banks
and a CAN bootloader on all M0 microcontrollers
allows the C3 to reflash or update other systems as
necessary.

Every node on the OreSat CAN bus communicates
using the "CANopen" protocol14, which is used to
implement CCSDS recommended practices for
spacecraft onboard interface services (SOIS)15.
Developed for industrial systems, CANopen provides a
network to application layer stack that allows us to
synchronize data between systems, transfer data,
configure, and control bus nodes. For example, by
mapping process data to a message defined for the solar
module, the solar module will broadcast data that can
be received by the C3 card and logged for telemetry
purposes. This makes for an extremely modular
message-based communication infrastructure. This
functionality is enabled by the CANopenNode16 open
source library, which is compiled into all OreSat
processors.
GROUND COMMUNICATIONS
Ground communications are done using two different
modes: an amateur radio operator-friendly beacon and
an engineering data link:
●

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
Software written for the A8 systems running Debian
Linux tend to be C, C++, or Python. All Linux systems
work like mini servers, where every software project is
a microservice that all communicate over D-Bus (an
inter-process communication bus) with other
microservice(s).
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●

By default, OreSat will transmit a telemetry
beacon once every minute on its UHF
transceiver using the standard G3RUH 9600
baud AX.25/APRS protocol17. This telemetry
beacon provides basic health information that
can be picked up by amateur radio operators,
including the global Satellite Networked Open
Ground
Station
(SatNOGS)
system
coordinated by the LibraSpace Foundation18.
The Engineering Data Link is based on
standard CCSDS protocols. It makes use of
GMSK modulation, NRZI encoding with a
scrambler, and flag delimited Unified Space
Data Link19 frames with a CRC-16-CCITT
Frame Error Check Field. This link allows for
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telecommand control, firmware and software
updates, and system configuration.

the OreSat backplane, while operating in a much more
convenient form factor for debugging.

OTHER SUBSYSTEMS
Star Tracker
Based on an On Semi AR0134 monochrome CMOS
camera, the OreSat Star Tracker grabs star field images
and produces right ascension, declination, and roll
based on the openstartracker.org project.

Figure 10: FlatSat test setup. Note the 40 pin ribbon
cable and small adapter boards that simulate the
backplane. These 6 cards comprise all of a 1U setup;
the ribbon cable continues to the left to a
solar simulator with 4 solar modules.
FUTURE WORK: A TTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
The 2U version of OreSat is specifically designed for a
tetrahedral reaction wheel array and three axis
magnetorquer assembly located at the very center of the
satellite. While subsystem prototypes exist, the system
has not yet been fully integrated (Figure 11).

Figure 9: OreSat Star Tracker Card.
SDR GPS
Our SDR GPS has a software defined radio GPS
receiver based on the Maximum MAX2771 GPS
receiver IC. The raw GPS IQ data is relayed directly
into the Octavo's Sitara processor's Programmable
Real-Time Unit (PRU). The IQ data is written to flash,
and then post-processed onboard by the open source
GNSS-SDR project20. This is not yet in real time: a
single position and time fix requires a 50 second IQ
capture, and then requires 13 minutes to process. The
GPS card also contains a SkyTraq Venus838FLPx
COTS GPS receiver IC21 for real-time information, and
as a backup to the SDR GPS receiver (See Figure 3).

Figure 11: Integrated tetrahedral reaction wheel
system with 3 axis magnetorquers. Gray side rails
fasten directly into the middle of the 2U and 3U.

"FLATSAT" TESTING INFRASTRUCTURE

UPCOMING ORESAT FLIGHTS

One benefit of the card cage / backplane architecture is
that it lends itself to a very clean, very easy to access
"flat" architecture for integration testing. This "flatsat"
enables integration testing while still having full access
to all the cards and subsystems (Figure 10). As part of
our flatsat infrastructure, we developed a simple
breakout that connects to each card and can be daisy
chained together using a ribbon cable. This system
allows the cards to function as if they were inserted into

Our first flight of the OreSat bus is OreSat0, a 1U
CubeSat with a C3 card, deployable tri-band turnstile
antenna, battery card, star tracker, and SDR GPS
receiver. It has been built, tested, and handed off to our
launch provider for a late 2021 flight to sun
synchronous low earth orbit.
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OreSat, our original 2U mission, is scheduled for a Fall
2022 handoff as part of the NASA CubeSat Launch
Initiative.
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